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A bitter pill
e global race in medical science
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AChinese curse reads: “may you live in interest-
ing times.”Nobetterway to capture and convey
the inherent kinship of challenge and crisis, of

change and risk, of opportunity and loss. Interesting
times allow one to grasp how changes in the global
scene reshape not only the trivialities of daily lives,
but the often unapparent, yet potent, basic tenets of
civil life for large areas of the world.

One such tenet, since the end ofWorldWar II, was
set in a famous report to President Franklin D. Roo-
sevelt, prepared by Vannevar Bush, in charge at the
time of the Office for Scientific Research and Devel-
opment (OSRD).Themanbehind theManhattan proj-
ect, Bush sculpted in that reportmuchof the shape that
the Western world was to take until the present. The
Manhattan project had just proven how science and
technology couldwinwars. This impressionwas heav-
ily reflected in the language used throughout the report,
describing how other kinds of wars (the wars in times
of peace, in a way), first and foremost the “war on dis-
ease” could be approached and won based with the
same tools or weapons. Science, “the endless frontier,”
was the driving force. Major tangible tokens of this
viewwere built and remained visible formany decades:
government agencies and procedures intended to han-
dle the funding of free, competitive science, which
would remain amodel for the entireWestern world; a
model for the flow of knowledge and technology and
their exchange between academia and industry; the
birth of pharmaceutical industries attaining global di-
mension; the development of the biggest scientific
and technological power ever known in history.

Health andmedicine (a theme dear to the heart of
President Roosevelt) were a major focus of that strat-

Science,
the landless
frontier

There is a shifting balance in the relationship between
science and technology. Corollary to this shift is
a movement away from government-funded research
investment to a more market-based approach.
The geopolitical ramifications are enormous.

by paolo bianco
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egy. In that area, Bush’s report defined an originalmod-
el for the partnership of academia, industry and gov-
ernment, which was to become highly successful and
imitated worldwide, and yet remain unduplicated. In
a nutshell, government would fund – through ad hoc
agencies, such as the National Institutes of Health
(NIH) and the National Science Foundation (NSF) –
free, competitive basic science (and only free, com-
petitive basic science) conducted in academia with
the aim of developing fundamental knowledge about
diseasemechanisms and causes. Industry would fund
with its own resources the translation of that science
into the development of commodities (drugs), which
would represent economic assets and societal value –
profit for industry, but health andwealth for society. It
was a win-win model. To this model we owe contem-
porarymedicine and its extraordinary success: the de-
feat of rheumatic fever and the control ofHIV infection;
the fall ofmortality due to heart disease after a rampant
rise; the cure of many types of cancer and the change
of many others into chronic, manageable diseases;
“molecular” drugs, such as Gleevec; and CT scans.
This, andmuchmore, as far as health is concerned. As

for wealth, suffice it to say that the reduction of mor-
tality due to coronary heart disease by 63% in thewake
of the famous FraminghamHeart Study alone equals,
in dollar value, the total budget appropriated toNIH for
30 fiscal years in a row. Not to mention the birth and
growth to global dimensions of the pharmaceutical
industry (“Big Pharma”).

Themodel, it seems, is gone. A new, large biparti-
san portion of the US Congress sees the NIH budget
(the funding of science) as an unproductive expendi-
ture. The doubling of the NIH budget over a five year
time interval during which the United States GDP
tripled is seen as an excess in need of correction. If Big
Pharma cannot face the costs of developing newdrugs
(approximately 1 billion dollars to bring a new com-
pound to themarket) the pharmaceuticalmarketwith-
ers. As the explosion of fundamental biomedical knowl-
edge (the human genome, stem cells)makes large and
far-reaching promises, themarket space vacated byBig
Pharma will need to be taken up by new players, new
investors, and new products. Hence, a new model for
the partnership of academia, government and indus-
try is proposed, which moves 180 degrees away from

The radiation
laboratory set up by
Vannevar Bush as part
of the Manhattan
Project
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the post-WWII era. In the year inwhich the success rate
of research grants submitted to the NIH hit its histor-
ical nadir, the NIH funded $14 million of efforts di-
rected at making the sequencing of anyone’s genome
commercially available for $1,000, and created a nov-
el agency with a $2 billion per year budget to support
the development of new, science-based, diagnostic or
therapeutic products with a commercial potential: the
National Center for Advances inTranslational Science
(NCATS). Encrypted in the “Translational Medicine”
password, which dominates the cover of a new, sister
journal to the prestigious journal Science, is the idea, in
essence, of bringing product development (the job of
industry in Bush’s paradigm) well into basic research
(the job of scientists in Bush’s paradigm).This implies,
of course, redirecting slices of Government budget
from research funding to support industry. Common-
ly popularized (and widely misunderstood) as the
translation of science into useful application (therapies,
effective new drugs, diagnostics), the idea is rather to
support, with resources previously allocated to the
funding of science, the development of marketable
products – i.e., to redirect government resources from

the support of science to the support of the economy.
Bush’s idea of “freeminds feeding freemarkets,” and of
self-directed science as themost effective way to tech-
nological development and asset creation, fades in the
distance, in spite of its monumental payoff.

Right or wrong, this is part of a global scene. Big
Pharma itself ismigrating away from theWesternmar-
ket, and perhaps away fromWestern regulation of drug
development, perceived as one source of unsustainable
costs. Eli Lilly and Company recently moved a signifi-
cant portion of its operation from its historical head-
quarters in Indianapolis, Indiana to Shanghai, China.
For sure, the unique genetic features of type 2 dia-
betes of theHan ethnicity (the largest in theworld, with
a billion people) create a market as well as a scientific
and technological challenge. But perhaps more at-
tractive is the circumstance that rapidly growing
economies (China, India and Brazil) provide new op-
portunities for sharing the huge risk that developing
new drugs in theWest entail. They do so through sub-
stantial government support, but also through the ab-
sorption – in a world in which global communication
is facilitated in an unprecedentedway – of science and

Eli Lilly & Co. developed
the 7rst commercial
insulin in 1922.
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Excerpts from Science:The Endless Frontier
AReport to the President byVannevar Bush,
Director of the Office of Scientific Research
and Development, July 1945

• On thewisdomwithwhichwebring sci-
ence to bear in the war against disease,
in the creation of new industries, and in
the strengthening of our Armed Forces
depends in largemeasure our future as
a nation.

• Science can be effective in the national
welfare only as a member of a team,

The man who harnessed
American science

whether the conditions be
peace or war. But without
scientific progress no
amount of achievement in
other directions can insure
our health, prosperity, and
security as a nation in the
modern world.

• The responsibility for the
creation of new scientific
knowledge – and formost of
its application – rests on that
small body of men and
womenwhounderstand the
fundamental laws of nature
and are skilled in the tech-
niques of scientific research.
We shall have rapid or slow
advance on any scientific
frontier depending on the
number of highly qualified
and trained scientists ex-
ploring it.

• Advances in science when put to prac-
tical usemeanmore jobs, higherwages,
shorter hours, more abundant crops,
more leisure for recreation, for study,
for learning how to live without the
deadeningdrudgerywhichhas been the
burden of the common man for ages
past. Advances in sciencewill also bring
higher standards of living, will lead to
the prevention or cure of diseases, will
promote conservationof our limitedna-
tional resources, and will assuremeans
of defense against aggression. But to
achieve these objectives – to secure a
high level of employment, tomaintain a
positionofworld leadership – the flowof
new scientific knowledgemust be both
continuous and substantial.

• The responsibility for basic research in
medicine and the underlying sciences,
so essential to progress in the war
against disease, falls primarily upon the
medical schools and universities. Yet
we find that the traditional sources of
support for medical research in the
medical schools and universities, large-
ly endowment income, foundation
grants, and private donations, are di-

minishing and there is no immediate
prospect of a change in this trend.
Meanwhile, the cost ofmedical research
has been rising. If we are to maintain
the progress inmedicine... the Govern-
ment should extend financial support to
basic medical research in the medical
schools and in universities.

• Scientific progress on a broad front re-
sults from the free play of free intellects,
working on subjects of their own choice,
in themanner dictated by their curios-
ity for exploration of the unknown.
Freedom of inquiry must be preserved
under any plan for Government sup-
port of science...

• There are areas of science in whichthe
public interest is acute but which are
likely to be cultivated inadequately if
left without more support than will
come from private sources. These ar-
eas – such as research onmilitary prob-
lems, agriculture, housing, public
health, certain medical research, and
research involving expensive capital fa-
cilities beyond the capacity of private
institutions – should be advanced by
active Government support.

Dr.Vannevar Bush (1890-1974) was aseminal figure in 20th century
America.But apart from theworld of science,
where he is recognized the godfather of Sil-
iconValley and theWorldWideWeb, his in-
fluence far exceeds his fame.
As Director of the Office of Scientific Re-

search andDevelopment,Bush coordinated
the activities of thousands of leading Amer-
ican scientists in the application of science
to warfare, culminating in the Manhattan
Project, which led to the creation of the
world’s first atomic bomb. Born in Massa-
chusetts, Bush graduated from Tufts Uni-
versity and completed his PhD. at the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology,where he
became vice-president and dean of engi-
neering from 1932 to 1938. Bush developed
a close relationshipwith President Franklin
D. Roosevelt, who entrusted the scientist to
create a new kind of collaborative relation-
ship between military, industry, and aca-
demic researchers –without congressional, or
nearly any other, oversight.
While at MIT, he designed what at that

time were the world’s most powerful me-
chanical computers. Among his other
achievements was the development of the
“memex” (a conflation of “memory”and“in-
dex”) – amicrofilmmemory bank to organ-
ize and retrieve data from out of enormous
volumes of information – which was a pro-
totype for the World Wide Web. Bush’s pre-
scient, visionary and yet humble approach
to knowledge and science. His legacy is one
of harnessing the awesome power of science
– often with the aid of massive government
support – back into human dimensions.
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technology developed largely in theUS.The inherent-
ly different cultural shape of the emerging markets
andmore favorable regulatory aspectsmay contribute
in turn.The explosion of the pharmaceuticalmarket is
driving the shockingly rapid growth of the Chinese
economy. As Americamakes the Pacific its new frontier,
the challenge is obvious, and rising to the challenge un-
avoidable.

In science and medicine, the new approach pro-
duces a potent thrust towards the accelerated devel-
opment of therapies by scientists themselves. Here,
the distinction between therapies and products, which
would be clear to physicians, is often, more or less in-
advertently, blurred. Strikingly, bone marrow trans-
plantation (which earned a Nobel prize), the use of
aspirin for treating and preventing heart disease, and
antibiotic therapy of peptic ulcer (which again, earned
a Nobel prize) are therapies. Innovative therapies, ef-
fective therapies, health and wealth producing thera-
pies, but not new commercial products. Conversely,
products can be generated that are not effective ther-
apies. Historically, industry has generated and mar-
keted countless products that were barely effective, or
non-effective medically, even when winning a given
portion of the market. What makes this acceptable is
not simply the inherent logic of market economy. It is
also, in the specific area of the market economy that
dealswith humanhealth, the separation ofmedical sci-
ence and commerce.This allows, if youwill, for a “sep-
aration of powers,” amutual control of independent ar-
eas of activity. No one other than the “physician-sci-

entist” (a species that evolved directly fromBush’s par-
adigm) can play that role and say that one given prod-
uct is not effective. Interested himself in the develop-
ment of products, the new“scientist-entrepreneur” (a
species evolving from the newparadigm)must give up
that role.This explainswhy onewitnesses a plethora of
shockingly improbable therapies being pushed
through clinical experimentation (e.g., intravenous in-
fusions of bone cells for treating, in exactly the same
way, strokes and autism,multiple sclerosis and colitis,
bone fracture and lung disease, heart attacks and graft-
versus-host-disease in a true modern resurrection of
alchemy).

In the economy, the change is equally intriguing. In-
novation coming out of academic laboratories needs
the support of investors to copewith the costs of trans-
lating the innovations into products (i.e., the drug de-
velopment that industry was in charge of). Start-up
companies are created, which seek investment. Private
investment, or government investment. The over-
whelming proportion of the “$1 billion pill” that failed
Big Pharma was primarily determined by the costs of
regulated clinical trials (i.e., of “translational medi-
cine”) and by the need for industry to at least start the
development of a number of products that will never
make it to themarket. In the traditional operation of the
pharmaceutical industry, only 5% of new compounds
make it to the market. Lack of selectivity in initiating
drug development inflates costs and risks for the phar-
maceutical industry. There is no reason to believe that
the same lack of selectivity canwork better if themon-
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Chinese laboratory
technicians at the
Sano7 Aventis
manufacturing plant.

ey comes from government or other investors. There is
no reason to believe that scientist-handled drug de-
velopment should be as unselective as in industry, and
more economically effective. Scientists, if anyone,
should know better. Perhaps, correcting the flaws that
led to the crisis of Big Pharma could be more produc-
tive than exporting those flaws, unmodified, to a nov-
el model that indeed lacks novelty.

The success of the new model cannot be under-
stood unless the newwedding of science and financial
models is understood.The value of any company is pri-
marily determined by its product pipeline, and a po-
tential new therapy accesses the product pipeline once
it accesses a clinical trial.Thus, financial considerations
accelerate access to clinical trials and boost a compa-
ny’s value. Completion of the needed series of trials
takes usually 10 to 15 years. During this time, dissem-
ination (through lay channels of communication) of
positive or negative preliminary results of ongoing tri-
alsmove the value of the company stocks up or down.
Formany investors, the time to profit does not coincide
with the time tomarket, as in the traditional industri-
al paradigm of the Big Pharma era. An asset may nev-
er be created, and yet value can.The businessmodel is
financial, not industrial.

Will the new strategy work? Endless arguments
pervade a substantial pamphlet literature behind the
new approach. Leaving in the background the true
macroeconomic reason for the upheaval, this literature
questions, with an ennobling, philosophical overtone:
what did Maxwell’s equations really have to do with
Edison’s invention? It argues that in the pre-WWII era,
theUSwas a leader in technology, while all the science
was in Europe; or that in the post-WWII era, Japan’s
economy flourished because of technology, not sci-
ence; or that ever-growing portions of science are sim-

ply made possible by technology itself. It would be
easy to access this level of discussion by stating, for ex-
ample, that Fermi’s physics did have something to do
with theManhattan Project, and that in fact it was ex-
actly that European science that was urgently called
into actionwhendeveloping the needed strategic tech-
nology; or that AlanTuring’s apple on every iPhone re-
minds us that for every Steve Jobs, there is an Alan
Turing, and that this was clear to Steve Jobs himself.
Easy, but perhaps immaterial. That science and tech-
nology are independent and cross-talking domains of
human activity is even trivial. Less trivial is to say, per-
haps, that the independence of science and technolo-
gy seems no good reason to crush one into the other.
Or that independent development, even geographi-
cally segregated development of either science or tech-
nology, still postulates independent survival of both.
Even in a world in which dissemination of knowledge
has no geographic limit, science as an activitymust sur-
vive somewhere.

Intriguingly, opposing views of medicine denote
the historical traditions of the main contenders in an
obvious race to markets, inscribed in a more general
race for global leadership. A scientist’s declared intel-
lectual biaswouldmake one say that it was science that
won all wars.Worldwars and coldwars. Through tech-
nology, it nurtured the former; through a view of the
world (including medicine), the latter. Hopefully, the
land of this idea for the past 70 years will not lose sight
of this in present and future races for leadership in
the world.

paolo bianco is a Professor and the Director of Anatomic
Pathology and the Stem Cell Lab, Department of Molecular
Medicine, at Sapienza University of Rome.
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The pharmaceutical market in China is set to boom. Some
predictions see it growing to $200 billion by 2020, making it the
second largest in the world, surpassing Japan along the way.
As such, the Chinese market is very attractive for
international drug companies, especially because of its
aging population, chronic disease growth, expanding
healthcare insurance coverage, urbanization and
increased investment in rural healthcare services.
More importantly, the growing industry is spurring
the Chinese government to invest in medical science.

CHINA

Source: The Pharmaceutical Market Outlook to 2015.
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